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EXT. MOVIE THEATER—NIGHT —

(  
The old person and the young person stand looking at a movie poster

   YOUNG PERSON
   "That was a great movie...but I do not understand one thing."

   OLD PERSON
   "Hum. What’s that?"

   YOUNG PERSON
   "I don’t understand how anyone can be seduced by the darkside."

The old person thinks for a moment.

   OLD PERSON
   "What type of computer do you use at home?"

   YOUNG PERSON
   "A macintosh."

   OLD PERSON
   "And what type of computer does your father use at work?"

The young person smiles in amazement

   YOUNG PERSON
   (amazed and excited)
   "Seduced by the darkside."

The old person smiles and they walk away

   FADE TO BLACK.